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ABSTRACT
We present the design overview of a pattern matching engine

for labeled graphs that supports interactive search: the user,
based on feedback received from the search system, repeat-

edly revises her search template until s/he is satisfied with

the results. To this end, we have developed a distributedmem-

ory solution that supports human-in-the-loop processing.

Our solution embraces a number of design principles to offer

high-performance, scalability and efficiency: (i) fast parallel
processing - we adopt a vertex parallel computation model;

(ii) aggressive search space reduction - using lightweight rou-
tines, we identify and prune away the non-matching part of

the graph early; (iii) redundant work elimination - a revised

query is likely to share label(s) and/or substructure(s) with

its predecessor(s); therefore, whenever possible, we avoid re-

dundant computation by reusing (partial) match information

from earlier searches. Our preliminary evaluation highlights

the effectiveness of the proposed approach: using a 257 bil-

lion edge real-world webgraph, on a 128 node (4,608 cores)

deployment, we demonstrate the advantage of our technique

over a naiv̈e approach (that uses an exact matching solution

to independently search the original query and each of its

revisions).

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Distributed ar-

chitectures; • Information systems → Data mining; •
Mathematics of computing → Graph algorithms.
KEYWORDS
pattern matching in labeled graphs; interactive search; dis-

tributed computing
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pattern matching in graphs, that is, finding subgraphs that

match a small template graph within a large background
graph, is a fundamental to graph analysis technique. Amatch
is exact if there is a bijective mapping between the ver-

tices/edges in the search template and those in the matching

subgraph [3, 9, 10, 18, 20].

Problem Formulation.As in other search domains [7], in

the context of exact pattern matching, support for interactive

is highly desirable. For example, the user may not have a

good knowledge about the underlying graph dataset or the

graph may not have a fixed schema - in both cases, query

formulation is challenging and the user must explore the

dataset to formulate her searches [2, 4, 11]. We assume that

the user begins by specifying a search template s/he thinks

is a good starting point, verifies the output returned by the

search, and, if s/he is not satisfied with the search result,

s/he revises the template and relaunches the search. The

user repeatedly revises the search template and performs a

search until s/he is satisfied with the search results. For this

proof-of-concept study we limit ourselves to revisions where

the users can only add edges to the search template,

The naiv̈e way to solve this problem is to treat each search

template revision as an independent search problem and

identify all matches. One can use a general purpose exact

match enumeration solution that implements Ullmann’s al-

gorithm [20], e.g., VF2 [10] or an accelerated parallel search

e.g., QFrag [18]. Unfortunately, as subgraph matching is a

NP-complete problem, even for small search templates, this

solution is extremely costly, and difficult, if not impossible,

to be used in an interactive scenario.

A pipeline that enables efficient interactive (or exploratory)

search is highly desirable in practice: relational databases of-

fer optimizations for similar search scenarios through mech-

anisms know as temporary table and materialized view [7] -
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Figure 1: An example showing a sequence of patterns searched in
theWeb Data Commons (WDC) graph: the user begins with the left
most pattern (a) and incrementally revises the search pattern by
adding one edge at a time; gradually moves from left to right, in
the sequence showed in the figure. The labels selected are among
the most frequent, covering ∼21% of the vertices in theWDC graph:
org covers ∼220M vertices, the 2nd most frequent after com; ac is the
least frequent, still covering ∼4.4M vertices.

they enable result caching and exploit results returned by a

previous search. There is an ongoing effort to enable similar

techniques within graph databases [19].

Contributions. We present a search infrastructure that

supports the human-in-the-loop search scenario discussed.

The contributions of this work are:

■ Solution Design. We present the solution overview for

interactive pattern search in labeled graphs. Key to our

approach is a set of optimizations to identify and exploit

the commonalities that exist among search template revi-

sions (Appendix A).

■ Prototype Distributed Implementation. We present a proto-

type implementation that builds on our previouswork [15].

The implementation offers infrastructure support for the

proposed human-in-the-loop processing (i.e., interactive

search). To date, the prototype implements a subset of the

target features (discussed in §2). The implementation em-

braces three design principles: to offer high-performance

and scalability, (i) we harnesses parallelism at the vertex

granularity as well as asynchronous communication; (ii)
we offer a technique to aggressively reduce the search

space; and (iii)we offer a low overhead approach to enable

work reuse - the infrastructure enables sharing search in-

formation between search patterns: it allow a search to

reuse (partial) match information from earlier searches

thus making it possible to eliminate redundant computa-

tions.

■ Preliminary Experimental Results. We demonstrate the

performance potential of our solution approach through

an experiment using a massive real-world dataset on a 128

node (4,608 cores) deployment. The result shows that the

cumulative impact of our design decisions significantly

improves the runtime over the naïve approach (§3).

2 DESIGN OVERVIEW
We base our solution on our past work on constraint checking
which enables scalable exact pattern matching [15]. Follow-

ing this approach, a search template is decomposed into a set

of constraints, that each vertex and edge (in the background

graph) that participates in a match must meet. By verifying

these constraints, the system prunes the background graph

into a solution subgraph, which only contains the vertices

and edges that participate in at least one match (with guar-

antees for 100% precision and 100% recall). (Please see [14]

for details on constraint checking.)

The intuition, for why constraint checking offers a promis-

ing avenue to support interactive search, is the following:

First, since a search template and its revisions are likely to

have common vertex labels and/or substructures, viewing

the search template as a set of constraints enables finer work

granularity (at the constraint level), and makes it possible

to identify and eliminate redundant work when searching

for exact matches of similar subgraphs. Second, the solu-

tion subgraph produced by the constraint checking pipeline

offers unique opportunities for search space reduction and

efficiently reusing search results from one search template

revision to the next.

Interactive Search Features. The user-facing features

of our interactive search solution can be grouped into two

categories:

(i) Search template revisions. Our key design principles, i.e.,

search space reduction and work reuse, are most effective

when a search template and its revisions have common

vertex labels and substructures. Our current design (effi-

ciently) supports search template revisions through the

following edit operations: (a) edge addition and deletion;

(b) vertex addition and deletion; (c) vertex label update

and wildcard labels. We note that different edit operations

lead to different challenges to efficiently supporting them.

For our prototype presented here we focus on search tem-

plate revisions through edge additions only as presented

in Fig. 1.

(ii) Search feedback and Output. The user revises a search

template based on the feedback (i.e., search results) re-

ceived from previous searches. To help the user making

informed decisions, for each search, our system can pro-

duce two primary types of output (with guarantees for

100% precision and 100% recall): (a) the solution subgraph,

and (b) the list of individual matches (by operating on the

solution subgraph). Furthermore, vertex label and edge

type statistics can be obtained from the solution subgraph.

The solution graph is particularly useful; as our past expe-

rience showed that for low-selectivity templates, where

full match enumeration would take hours, the solution

graph can be generated in seconds/minutes [15].

The Interactive Search Pipeline. Algorithm 1 is the top-

level procedure for incremental search. The search begins

with the input background graph G and the initial template

H0 provided by the user. SOLUTION_SUBGRAPH is the top



level routine to produce the solution subgraph (Alg. 1, line

#8) for a template (or one of its revisions). We have extended

the core local and non-local constraint checking routines [15]
to enable incremental search within the constraint check-

ing pipeline. The key algorithm and vertex states required

are listed in Alg 3; states that are shared among template

revisions are identified as ‘global’.

Next, we briefly describe the functional components of the

interactive search pipeline with relation to the key design

principles.

■ Search Space Reduction.Our aim is to prune away the

non matching part of the graph as early as possible. Search

space pruning improves node-level locality by reducing the

problem size; as well as lowers memory/network overheads.

Search space reduction is enabled by two techniques:

Candidate Subgraph Generation. The first step is generat-

ing the candidate subgraph (Alg. 1, line #4) - the set of vertices
and edges in the background graph G that may participate

in a match. This procedure excludes: the vertices that do

not have a corresponding label in the template, then, iter-

atively, excludes the vertices that do not have at least one
neighbor as defined in the initial search templateH0. As a

key optimization to limit generated network traffic in later

steps, the procedure also excludes edges to eliminated neigh-

bors and to neighbors whose labels do not match the labels

prescribed in the adjacency structure of the initial search

template. (For template revision through edge addition, the

candidate subgraph is generated once; no further update

is required. Efficient support for other template revisions,

e.g., vertex addition, will require updating the candidate sub-

graph.) (Appendix C provides additional details.)

Additional Search Space Reduction.We observe that there

are dependencies among the solution graphs for revised

search templates that are created through incremental edge

addition that can be easily identified. For example, in Fig. 1,

template (b) was created from (a) by introducing two new

edges, and template (c) was created from (b) by adding the

edge (de, edu). A template revision, e.g., template (c), can ex-

ploit the current solution subgraph from the previous search

(i.e., template (a)) to further reduce the search space and

perform subgraph search within this pruned subgraph. (Ob-

servation 1 in Appendix A explains this while the design

details are in Appendix C.)

■ Work Reuse. Specifying the search template as a set

of constraints enables identifying the common properties a

search templateHδ and one of its revisionsHδ+1 share, at

a fine granularity. in particular, if search template revisions

are limited to edge additions identifying these properties is

simple: as stated in Observation 1, the vertices the solution

subgraph for the revised search template must accept all the

constraints previous search template included. Thus, a key

advantage of the constraint verification based approach is

that, for the same vertex in G, some non-local constraints

can be verified only once, e.g., forHδ , and this information

can be reused in later searches - eliminating a large amount

of potentially redundant work.

Algorithm 1 Interactive Search

1: Input: background graph G(V, E), initial template H0(V0, E0), template revi-

sions Hδ (Vδ , Eδ ), δ := {1, ..., k }, k is the number of revisions

2: Output: (i) for each template revision, the solution subgraph G∗δ (and, if re-

quested, full match enumeration ormatch count); (ii) per-vertex vector (of length
k + 1) indicating its template revision match(es)

3: f inished ← f alse ▷ f inished ← true , when no Hδ left to search

4: G∗t ← CANDIDATE_SUBGRAPH(G, H0)

5: G∗δ ← G
∗
t

6: Hδ ← H0

7: do
8: G∗δ+1 ← SOLUTION_SUBGRAPH(G⋆

δ , Hδ ) ▷ invokes Alg. 2

9: output G∗δ+1 ; (optionally, output full match enumeration or match count)

10: ▷ for each vertex vj ∈ G∗δ+1 , Hδ is marked as a match in ρ(vj ) in Alg. 3

11: if f inished , true then
12: Hδ ← Hδ+1 ▷ Hδ+1 is the revised template provided by the user

13: if Hδ ⊂ Hδ+1 then
14: G∗δ ← G

′
δ+1(V

∗
δ , E

′
δ+1 ∪ E

∗
δ ) ▷ see Observation 1 in Appendix A

15: else G∗δ ← G
∗
t

16: else f inished ← true ▷ no template revision to search

17: while f inished , true

Prototype Implementation.Our prototype is implemented

on top of PruneJuice [15]. and introduces innovations at mul-

tiple levels: at the algorithmic level it uses the heuristics

described above; while at the infrastructure level it main-

tains additional state to identify: (i) solution subgraph(s)

from the previous search(es), and (ii) constraint execution
results that may be reused in later searches. Additionally,

the infrastructure manages the intermediate search state

differently.

3 EVALUATION
Testbed.We use a partition of a larger cluster [13] with Intel

Omni-Path interconnect and two-socket nodes with 18-core

Intel Xeon E5-2695v4 @2.10GHz processors and 128GB of

memory. We run 36 MPI processes per node.

Dataset. The Web Data Commons (WDC) graph is a web-

graph whose vertices are webpages and edges are hyperlinks.

We create an undirected version of teh graph. To create vertex

labels, we extract the top-level domain names from the web-

page URLs, e.g., .org or .edu. If the URL contains a common

second-level domain name, this is chosen over the top-level

domain name (e.g., from ox.ac.uk, we select .ac as the vertex
label). A total of 2,903 unique labels are generated.

WDC dataset characteristics : The table presents the number of

vertices ( |V |), undirected edges (2 |E |), maximum, average, and

standard deviation of vertex degree (d ), and the graph size in the

CSR-like representation used (including vertex labels).

Type |V | 2 |E | dmax davд dstdev Size

WDC [16] Real 3.5B 257B 95M 72.3 3.6K 2.5TB

Comparisonwith the Naïve Approach. We consider the

search scenario in Fig. 1: The user begins with template (a).
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Figure 2: Runtime comparison between the naïve approach and the
optimized interactive search solution for the usage scenario in Fig. 1.
We run these experiments on 128 compute nodes (4,608 cores). For
each experiment, the stacked bar plot shows time spent for each
search template. For the optimized interactive search technique (la-
beled PJI), we consider two setups: (i) PJI-X - search space pruning
only: template revisions exploit an already pruned graph from the
previous search; (ii) PJI-Y - in addition to search space pruning, the
work reuse technique is employed, i.e., we reuse the information
gained, from an earlier search, to eliminate redundant constraint
verification. The speedup over the naïve approach is shown on top
of the respective bars. The chart legend also shows the number of
vertices in the solution graphs for the respective templates. The
fraction of the runtime labeled ‘S’ is the overhead due to infrastruc-
ture management in our solution: time spent producing the candi-
date subgraph and updating the set of edges in the current solution
graph to search the next search template revision (§2).

Once the solution subgraph for (a) has been computed, the

user revises the template by adding two edges: (edu, org) and
(info, ac); thus, constructs template (b) and searches it; the

user then searches adds one edge at a a time to construct

templates (c) and (d).

Figure 2 highlights the performance advantage of our so-

lution compared to that of the naïve approach which uses

the exact matching system [15] to search the templates (a)

– (d) independently in the background graph. The search

outputs the solution graphs for template (a) and each of its

revisions, i.e., (b) – (d). The figure also lists speedup achieved

over the naïve approach on top of the respective bar plots.

(All times reported are end-to-end assuming the graph is

loaded in memory and include time spent in search and the

required infrastructure management.)

The experiment results confirm the advantage offered by

the design optimizations we propose. The experiment sce-

nario PJI-X highlights the advantage of search space pruning:

here, a template revision exploit the pruned solution graph

from the previous search; the optimized pipeline offers 2.6×

speedup. In the experiment scenario PJI-Y, in addition to

search space pruning, the work reuse technique is employed,

i.e., we reuse the information gained, from an earlier search,

to eliminate redundant constraint verification. This yields

further gains: the time-to-solution over the naïve approach

is improved by 3.5×.

4 RELATEDWORK
FIRST [2] addresses interactive search in the same prob-

lem setting as ours, yet implements a single node system

and offers approximate matching only. FIRST attempts to

eliminate redundant computations: it exploits similarities

between the initial and revised queries, which allows it to

solve the (updated) Sylvester equation incrementally, with-

out re-solving it from beginning. Vsage [11] is an interactive

graph querying tool that, through a graphical user interface,

guides the user to construct and refine queries. The key fea-

tures of Vsage are: query auto-complete; exact and similar

(e.g., wildcard vertex labels) subgraph matching. QUBLE [4]

is another example of interactive visual graph querying tool.

Sempala [17] is a system for processing SPARQL queries on

Hadoop. Sempala is based on Apache Impala [5] and pro-

vides a query compiler from SPARQL into the SQL dialact

of Impala. The system targets a use case where the user in-

teracts with the database; the queries are typically selective,

thus the system is able to provide low latency responses. In

the same vein, ZipG [8] enables query processing directly

on a compressed graph (stored in Succinct [1]), thus offers

memory efficiency. One of the design limitations of both

these systems is that the underlying data store is not a native

graph store like in the system we propose. GraphFlow [6]

targets continuous subgraph queries, implements optimiza-

tions to eliminate redundant computations. To the degree

that they are based on reusing search results, approximate

matching has comparable infrastructure requirements as the

interactive search problem our work addresses. Notable sys-

tems in this category includes SAPPER [22], MEGA [12] and

Panda [21].
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A QUERY-REVISION DEPENDENCIES
Observation 1. If a queryHδ+1 is derived from queryHδ

through edge addition(s), the vertices in the solution subgraph
G∗δ+1 are a subset of the solution subgraph G∗δ : V

∗
δ+1 ⊂ V

∗
δ ;

the edges in the solution subgraph G∗δ+1: E
∗
δ+1 ⊂ E

′
δ+1 ∪ E

∗
δ ,

where E ′δ+1 is the set of edges in the background graph that
individually match at least one edege ofHδ+1. For each edge
in E ′δ+1, the source vertex must be present inV∗δ .

This relationship enables the opportunity for efficient

search space reduction and redundant work elimination: (i)
a subset of vertices and edges that do not match Hδ+1 are

pruned away early while searching the query Hδ ; (ii) the
queryHδ+1 can be searched in the reduced graph

G′δ+1(V
∗
δ , E

′
δ+1 ∪ E

∗
δ ). (Please see Appendix C for further

explanations.)

B ALGORITHM PSEUDO-CODE

Algorithm 2 Search Routine for a Single Template

1: procedure solution_subgraph (G⋆
δ+1, p)

2: K0 ← non-local constraint set of p
3: G⋆

δ ← LOCAL_CONSTRAINT_CHECKING (G⋆
δ+1, p)

4: while K0 is not empty do
5: pick and remove next constraint C0 from K0

6: G⋆
δ ← NON_LOCAL_CONSTRAINT_CHECKING (G⋆

δ , p, C0)
7: if any vertex in G⋆

δ has been eliminated or

8: has one of its potential matches removed then
9: G⋆

δ ← LOCAL_CONSTRAINT_CHECKING (G⋆
δ , p)

10: for all vj ∈ G⋆
δ do

11: update ρ(vj ) to indicate if vj matches template p
12: return G⋆

δ

Algorithm 3 Vertex State and Initialization

1: set of possible matches in a template/revision for vertex vj : ω(vj ) ▷ local state

2: map of active edges of vertexvj : ε (vj ) ← keys are initialized to ad j∗(vj ) ⊂ E∗ ;
the value field is a 8-bit long bitset, where individual bits indicate if the edge is

active in the candidate subgraph, and/or in the solution subgraph of the previous

template revision, and/or the current template revision ▷ local state

3: set of non-local constraints vertex vj satisfies: κ(vj ) ▷ global state

4: vector of template/revision matches for vj : ρ(vj ) ▷ global state

C DESIGN DETAILS – EXPLOITING THE
SOLUTION SUBGRAPH FROM THE
PREVIOUS SEARCH

Our incremental search solution supports template revisions

through edge addition and/or deletion (edge substitution is

implicit). Since we seek results that are 100% precise, i.e.,

no false positives (vertices and/or edges) are present in the
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solution subgraph, the constraint checking pipeline for exact

matching also enables edge elimination. Unfortunately, this

design prevents us from directly searching a template revi-

sion within the solution subgraph of a previously searched

template (the initial template or one of its revisions). For

example, in Fig. 2, matches for the template revision (b) have

additional edges that are not present in the solution subgraph

of template (a). This requirement is highlighted in Observa-

tion 1 and Alg 1 (line #12 – line #15): in Fig. 1, revision (b)

is created by adding edges to the initial template (a) - addi-

tional constraints (i.e., edges) are present in (b); according

to Observation 1, the vertices in the solution subgraph of

(b) is a subset of the vertices in the solution subgraph of

(a). However, since (a) does not have all the edges as in (b),

as a result of edge elimination, the solution subgraph of (a)

does not contain the edges (edu, org) and (info, ac); hence,
cannot be directly used for searching (b). To address this

issue, we essentially ‘resurrect’ the edges that are potential

match for the target template (Alg. 1, line #14): if the last

templateHδ searched is a subset ofHδ+1, the next template

(to be searched), andHδ+1 was created through edge addi-

tion, a subset of the vertices in the solution subgraph ofHδ
‘resurrect’ the eliminated edges (E ′δ+1 in Alg. 1) incident on

them from candidate subgraph G∗t , the solution superset.
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